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Abstract— There are no computationally feasible algorithms
that provide solutions to the finite horizon Risk-sensitive Constrained Markov Decision Process (Risk-CMDP) problem, even
for problems with moderate horizon. With an aim to design the
same, we derive a fixed-point equation such that the optimal
policy of Risk-CMDP is also a solution. We further provide
two optimization problems equivalent to the Risk-CMDP. These
formulations are instrumental in designing a global algorithm
that converges to the optimal policy. The proposed algorithm
is based on random restarts and a local improvement step,
where the local improvement step utilizes the solution of the
derived fixed-point equation; random restarts ensure global
optimization. We also provide numerical examples to illustrate
the feasibility of our algorithm for inventory control problem
with risk-sensitive cost and constraint. The complexity of the
algorithm grows only linearly with the time-horizon.

I. INTRODUCTION
Classical Markov Decision Process (MDP) problems aim
to derive an optimal policy that optimizes the expected
combined cost accumulated over time (e.g., [1]). Both finite
and infinite horizon problems are well studied. These problems can be solved with the help of well-known Dynamic
Programming (DP) equations. One can also solve MDP problems using Linear Programming (LP) based approach (e.g.,
[1]). Further, the LP formulation facilitates the inclusion of
constraints, which is not the case with DP equations.
In many scenarios, it becomes important to consider the
variations in accumulated cost for different sample paths and
not only the expected value (e.g., [3], [10]). In this case, the
risk-sensitive MDPs (Risk-MDPs) are useful, where higher
moments of combined cost are also considered (see [2], [4]).
The Risk-MDPs have a sensitivity parameter γ, called a
risk-factor which determines the importance of the higher
moments and the variance. It is well known that, as the riskfactor tends to zero, the value of the Risk-MDP approaches
that of the classical MDP (e.g., [4], [7] for discounted cost
and [5] for average cost problems); the same is also true for
the optimal policies. However the policies for higher γ can
be drastically different.
The Risk-MDP problems can be solved using the corresponding dynamic programming approach (see [8]). Recently, authors in [9] proposed an LP based formulation to
solve finite horizon Risk-MDP problems. However, the inclusion of constraints in these problems is not straightforward.
The DP equations are again not satisfied; the LP approach
in [9] can handle Risk-sensitive constrained-MDPs (briefly
referred to as Risk-CMDP). However, in [9], the state space
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of the Risk-MDP is augmented to include the constraints,
which causes the state space to grow exponentially over time.
Such formulation is impossible to implement for problems
with a longer time horizon. To the best of our knowledge,
there are no other computationally feasible algorithms in the
literature to solve Risk-CMDP problem. This calls for an implementable algorithm that can solve Risk-CMDP problems,
and that does not suffer from the curse of dimensionality.
For infinite horizon Risk-MDP, in contrast to classical
MDPs, stationary policies are not optimal in general (e.g.,
[4], [6], [7]). This makes the derivation of optimal policies
even more difficult. In literature, such problems are solved
by approximating infinite horizon problems with a finite
horizon Risk-MDP; for example, [6] considers a tail cut-off
policy, while [7] considers a tail replacement policy. These
approximations are in line with ultimately stationary policies
discussed in [4].
Including constraints in infinite horizon Risk-MDPs is
even more challenging. A recent work [10] considers infinite
horizon Risk-CMDP and provides approximate solutions via
the solutions of an appropriate finite horizon Risk-CMDP.
This approach provides -optimal policies which improve
as the terminal time of finite horizon Risk-CMDP increases
to infinity. Such approximations require solution of finitehorizon problems with sufficiently large terminal times. This
again calls for an implementable algorithm, that does not
suffer from the curse of dimensionality as in [9].
One of the main goals of this paper is an algorithm that
solves finite-horizon Risk-CMDP problems, whose complexity grows (only) linearly with terminal time. The proposed
algorithm is based on the derivation of a fixed-point equation which must be satisfied by any optimal policy of the
constrained problem. Our contributions are threefold: i) we
derive a fixed-point equation such that the optimal policy of
Risk-CMDP is also a solution of the fixed-point equation;
ii) we derive two equivalent optimization problems that
facilitate the derivation of the optimal policy; and iii) we
provide a global iterative algorithm that converges to the
optimal policy under certain conditions.
To illustrate the feasibility of our approach, we present
numerical examples that solve some inventory control problems with constraint. We could easily solve problems with
time horizons as long as 1000 decision epochs.
Our approach can easily be extended to the case with
multiple constraints including risk-neutral constraints. We
believe we can also extend to a case with a combination
of risk-sensitive and risk-neutral objective functions and or
constraint functions.

II. R ISK S ENSITIVE MDP S
Risk-sensitive Markov Decision Process (Risk-MDP) is a
sequential decision-making problem that aims to optimize the
exponential function of a combination of sequential rewards.
In contrast to classical MDPs, it also considers higher
moments of the combined cost. As in classical MDP, the
risk-sensitive framework consists of time horizon 1, . . . , T ,
a finite state space St at time t, a finite action space
At,x at time t and for state x ∈ St , a transition function
St × At → St+1 that determines the probability pt (x0 |x, a)
of reaching state x0 based on current state x and action a. In
this paper, we consider a finite-horizon problem, i.e., T < ∞.
A reward r̃t (x, a, x0 ) is achieved at time t when action a
chosen in state x results in (next) state x0 . The aim is to find
a policy that optimizes a given objective function constructed
from the combined cost. Let P(A) be the set of probability
distributions on set A. Any policy consists of decision rules,
that prescribe the actions to be taken for a given state and
time epoch. It is represented as Π = (d1 , . . . , dT −1 ), where
dt : St → P(At ) (to be more precise, x 7→ P(At,x ))
prescribes the action for t-th time-slot; in other words, in this
work we restrict our attention to the Markovian policies.
The risk-sensitive objective function under policy Π and
initial distribution αr for the Risk-MDP problem is defined
as,
Jr (Π, αr )

=

h PT −1
i
EαΠr e t=1 rt (Xt ,At ,Xt+1 )+rT (XT ) , with,

rt (x, a, x0 )

:=

γβ t r̃t (x, a, x0 ) and rT (x) = γβ T r̃T (x). (1)

Here, γ is the risk-factor, β ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor,
(Xt , At )t≤T −1 is the stochastic state-action trajectory that
evolves under policy Π, and EαΠr represents the expectation
under policy Π and initial distribution αr . A higher |γ|
indicates more importance to the higher moments of the
combined cost, while with γ → 0, one can approach the
classical MDP problem. The aim in Risk-MDP problems is
to find an optimal policy, i.e., a policy Π∗ that satisfies,
Π∗ ∈ arg sup Jr (Π, αr ),

(2)

Π∈Γ

where Γ is the set of Markovian randomized policies.
The value function ut (x) at time t and in state x ∈ St is
defined to be (see [8], [9]),
sup Jr (t, Π, x), where
(3)
Π
h PT −1
i
Jr (t, Π, x) := EαΠr e τ =t rτ (Xτ ,Aτ ,Xτ +1 )+rT (XT ) |Xt = x .
ut (x)

=

By strong Markov property applicable under Markovian
policies, the above quantity depends only on sub-policy (of
Π) from t onwards. Observe here that, the optimal policy
Π∗ is the one that achieves the value function u1 (x) for all
x ∈ S1 . The well-known DP equations to solve the RiskMDPs are as follows (for x ∈ St ),
uT (x)

=

ut (x)

=

erT (x) and for t ≤ T − 1,
(4)
)
(
X r (x,a,x0 )
max
et
pt (x0 |x, a)ut+1 (x0 ) .
a

x0

The fixed point dynamic programming equations (4) facilitate the derivation of optimal policy for unconstrained problems. However, such equations are not known for constrained
problems, which we introduce in the immediate following.
One of the aims of this paper is to derive an appropriate
fixed-point equation that solves the Risk-CMDP.
A. Risk-sensitive constrained MDP (Risk-CMDP)
We now consider a constraint in the Risk-MDP problem
defined in (2). Here, at time t, an immediate constraint-cost
c̃t (x, a, x0 ) is incurred along with the reward r̃t (x, a, x0 ),
when action a chosen in state x results in next state x0 . The
aim is to keep the expected exponential of the combined
constraint-cost below a certain bound. To keep it general,
let βc and γc be the discount and risk-factors corresponding
to the constraint; the factors γc , βc can be different from
respective factors γ, β corresponding to r̃t . Thus a policy Π
is feasible if it satisfies the following constraint,
h PT −1
i
Jc (Π, αc ) =EαΠc e t=1 ct (Xt ,At ,Xt+1 )+cT (XT ) ≤ B, with,
ct (x, a, x0 ) := γc βct c̃t (x, a, x0 ), and cT (x) = γc βct c̃T (x), (5)

where αc is the initial distribution and can be different from
αr , the initial distribution of r̃t . Thus, the overall problem
is,
sup

Jr (Π, αr ),

(6)

Π∈Γ

subject to

Jc (Π, αc ) ≤ B.

Let Γc := {Π ∈ Γ : Jc (Π, αc ) ≤ B} represent the
corresponding feasible region. Throughout we assume the
existence of a solution for (6), and the aim is to design an
algorithm that obtains the same. Towards this, as a first step
we derive a fixed-point equation, in the next section whose
solution optimizes (6).
III. F IXED - POINT EQUATION
We begin this section with a few definitions. For ease
of notation, we let mt represent the immediate reward
rt or constraint-cost ct function at time t depending
upon the choice m ∈ {r, c}. Thus mt (x, a, x0 ) is the
reward/constraint-cost function at time t, when action a
chosen in state x results in x0 , the new state.
A. Forward factors
For any policy Π, time t, reward/constraint-cost m and
Π
state xt , define the forward factors θm,t
(xt ) as below:
i
h Pt−1
Π
θm,t
(xt ) := EαΠm e k=1 mk (Xk ,Ak ,Xk+1 ) 1{Xt =xt } ,
X
Y
αm (x1 )
dk (xk , ak )pk (xk+1 |xk , ak )emk (xk ,ak ,xk+1 ) ,
=
xt−1
,at−1
1
1

k≤t−1

where xt−1
:= (x1 , . . . , xt−1 ) is a vector with each
1
xk ∈ Sk and at−1
:= (a1 , . . . , at−1 ) is a vector with
1
each ak ∈ Ak,xk . These factors represent the expected
reward/constraint-cost accumulated under policy Π till time
t − 1, and the probability that Xt = xt . For any t, m, it is

easy to verify that the forward factors satisfy the following
recursive equations for any x0 ∈ St+1 :
Π
θm,1
(x) = αm (x), for all x ∈ S1 and for t ≥ 1,
(7)
X
Π
0
Π
0
mt (x,a,x0 )
θm,t+1 (x ) =
θm,t (x)dt (x, a)pt (x |x, a)e
.

ΘΠ
m

Π
{θm,t
}t

Define the corresponding vectors,
:=
Π
Π
vector for time t, θm,t
:= {(θm,t
(x)) : x ∈ St }.

where

B. Backward factors
For any time t, reward/constraint-cost m and policy Π,
define the backward factors, QΠ
m,t (x, a) for x ∈ St and a ∈
At,x as follows,
h PT
i
Π
τ =t mτ (Xτ ,Aτ ,Xτ +1 ) |X = x, A = a ,
QΠ
t
t
m,t (x, a) = Eαm e
(8)
and observe that these factors satisfy (e.g., see [8], [9]),
mT (x)
QΠ
, and for t ≤ T − 1,
(9)
m,T (x, a) = e
X
Π
mt (x,a,x0 )
0
0
0
Π
0
0
Qm,t (x, a) =
e
pt (x |x, a)dt (x , a )Qm,t+1 (x , a ).
x0 ,a0

These backward factors {QΠ
m,t (x, a)} represent the well
known Q-factors for Risk-MDPs, which equal the ‘cost-togo’ from time t onwards, given Xt = x, At = a and when
policy Π is used from t + 1 onwards. Observe that (9) is
similar to the policy-evaluation step for classical MDPs (e.g.,
[1]). Also define the vectors,
Π
m
QΠ
m,t

LP(Π) :

max
Π̃

T
−1
X

ft (Π̃, ΘΠ
r,

t=1

subject to ft (Π̃, ΘΠ
c ,

x,a

Q

deriving the required fixed-point equation. Towards this, we
define one LP for each policy Π as below:

Q

Q

Π
c )

Π
r ),

≤ B for all 1 ≤ t < T.

t
When Π = Π̃, clearly ηΠ,
= Π, and then from Lemma 1,
Π̃
the function ft equals the risk-sensitive objective/constraint
function:

ft (Π, ΘΠ
m,

Q

Π
m)

= Jm (Π, αm ) for all t.

(11)

Thus if Π is feasible for Risk-CMDP (6), then it is also
feasible for LP(Π) and vice-versa.
Now consider Π∗ , a solution of Risk-CMDP (6), and
consider LP(Π∗ ). One can anticipate that Π∗ solves the
LP(Π∗ ). This is indeed true and provides the required fixedpoint equation as shown in the following, which is proved
with the help of Lemma 1.
Theorem 1 (Necessary condition): Let M(Π) be the solution set of LP(Π), for any Π. Then, any optimal policy Π∗
of Risk-CMDP (6) satisfies the fixed-point equation,
Π ∈ M(Π).
(12)
Proof is in Appendix.

The above theorem provides a necessary condition to be
satisfied by an optimal policy Π∗ . In the next, we provide two
optimization problems that are equivalent to the Risk-CMDP
problem (6), which lead to the required solution/algorithm.

:= {QΠ
m,t }t where,

D. Solutions of Risk-CMDP

:= {(QΠ
m,t (x, a)) : x ∈ St , a ∈ At,x }.

The solution of fixed-point equation (12) is guaranteed to
exist, once Risk-CMDP (6) has a solution; however, it may
not be unique. Let M := {Π : Π ∈ M(Π)} be the set of all
such possible fixed points. We now have our main result,
Theorem 2: The solution of the Risk-CMDP problem (6)
is obtained by solving any of the following two (global fixed
point and global optimization) problems,

C. Linear Program and Fixed-point equation
A Linear program (LP) is an important ingredient of
our proposed fixed-point equation. We now discuss the
corresponding objective function. Let Π̃ = (d˜1 , · · · , d˜T −1 )
and Π = (d1 , · · · , dT −1 ) be any two policies, and define the
following function indexed by t ≤ T − 1,
ft (Π̃, ΘΠ
m,

Q

Π
m)

:=

X

Π
θm,t
(x)d˜t (x, a)QΠ
m,t (x, a).

(10)

x,a

Q

It is easy to verify that, Π̃ 7→ ft (Π̃, Θ, ) is a linear function
once (Θ, ) are fixed (for any t).
−1
t
Let ηΠ,
:= (d1t−1 , d˜t , dTt+1
) be a policy that differs from
Π̃
Π only at t-th epoch, at which the decision is taken according
to policy Π̃. We now show that the linear function in (10)
t
equals the risk-sensitive cost Jm under policy ηΠ,
and initial
Π̃
distribution αm (see (1) or (5)).
Lemma 1: For any given pair of policies Π and Π̃, and
time t ≤ T − 1 we have,

Q

Q

Π
t
ft (Π̃, ΘΠ
m,
m ) = Jm (ηΠ,Π̃ , αm ).
Proof is in Appendix.

Thus one can capture the value of risk-sensitive objective/constraint function for all the policies that deviate from
Π at t using the ft function. This observation is crucial in

GF : sup

T
−1
X

M t=1

Π∈

GO : sup

T
−1
X

Π∈Γ t=1

ft (Π, ΘΠ
r,

ft (Π, ΘΠ
r,

Q

Q

Π
r ).

Π
r ),

Q

Π
s. t. ft (Π, ΘΠ
c ,
c ) ≤ B for all t ≤ T − 1.
Proof is in Appendix.

The GO problem is just a restatement of the Risk-CMDP
problem (6), while the equivalence of GF problem is proved
using the fixed points of Theorem 1.
From Theorem 1, the optimal policy satisfies the fixedpoint equation Π ∈ M(Π), and is an element of M. Hence
an iterative algorithm that converges to the fixed points in
M can be utilized to derive the solution of Risk-CMDP
(6). However, as seen from GF problem of Theorem 2, one
needs to converge towards the best among the set of fixed
points in M. It is important to observe here that both GF
and GO formulations maximize the same objective function.

Thus a global optimization problem constructed using GO
formulation can be of help.
IV. A LGORITHM
By GO problem of Theorem 2, the Risk-CMDP is converted into a constrained global optimization problem. This
optimization problem can be solved using any random search
method (e.g., random restarts [12], simulated annealing [11]
etc.), provided it satisfies some regularity conditions. A
global algorithm with random restarts (e.g.,[12]) has two
types of update steps: i) a purely random search step –
a random new point is chosen from the feasible region at
such iterative step, and, ii) a local improvement step – an
appropriate algorithm (e.g. gradient descent) improves the
previous update using the new observations. In any iteration
k, the random restart step is chosen with a certain probability
pk , where pk diminishes with k.
We design the local improvement step for the GO problem
using the GF problem; combining it with random restarts,
we construct a global algorithm that reaches the best fixed
point in M.
A. Local Improvement algorithm
To begin with, we propose a local improvement step and
derive its analysis when it runs continually unperturbed by
the random restarts. The aim in the local improvement step is
to converge to a fixed point in M. Towards this we propose
an iterative algorithm, where the update for any k is given
by the following:
Πk+1

=

Πk + k (Ψk (Πk ) − Πk ), where, (13)

Ψk (Πk )

∈

M(Πk ) and,
∞
∞
X
X
k = ∞,
2k < ∞.

k ∈ (0, 1),

k=1

k=1

In the above equation, Ψk (Πk ) is chosen randomly from
M(Πk ), the solution set of LP(Πk ). We also allow the
LP solver (at Πk ) to return a random approximate solution
Ψk (Πk ) whose expected value equals one of the solutions in
M(Πk ). All we require is that the solver solution satisfies
the following:
E[Ψk (Πk )|Πk ] ∈ M(Πk ) almost surely.
We prove that the process {Πk }k converges to a locally
asymptotically stable set A (set of attractors1 ) of the following ordinary differential equation (ODE) in Theorem 3
(given below) under certain assumptions.
Π̇ = g(Π) = E[Ψ(Π)] − Π.

(14)

Observe that any equilibrium point Π of the above ODE
corresponds to a fixed point in M if M(Π) = {Π} (note
M(Π) is also a singleton, and hence E[Ψ(Π)] in (13) equals
Π). The above assumption hence requires that M(Π∗ ) =
{Π∗ } at Π∗ , the solution of Risk-CMDP (6). Our algorithm
may not work without this assumption.
Theorem 3: Assume B. Let A be the set of attractors.
Suppose that {Πk } defined in (13) visits a compact set in the
domain of attraction of A infinitely often with probability ρ.
Then Πk → A with probability at least ρ.
Proof is in Appendix.

Thus when the local improvement algorithm is not perturbed by random restart steps, the algorithm in (13) converges to one of the fixed points in M; only equilibrium
points of (14) can be the attractors in A, and any equilibrium
point is a fixed point2 in M. However this requires that
the algorithm visits a neighborhood of the fixed points
(in M) infinitely often. We will next analyze the global
algorithm and show that the global algorithm visits any
such neighborhood infinitely often. Of course, one requires
technical proof to connect the two results, which can be a
part of future work. For now, we proceed with the analysis
of the global algorithm.
B. Global algorithm
Above theorem shows that the iterates in (13) converge to
the attractors of ODE (14) under certain conditions. These
attractors in turn correspond to fixed points in M. Recall that
set M may contain many other fixed points, which are not
optimal. Our aim is to avoid these local points, and arrive at
the global optimizer.
With an aim to derive the global optimizer of GO problem, or equivalently the optimal policy for Risk-CMDP
(6), we propose an algorithm in 1, namely (GRC) Global
Risk-CMDP algorithm. This algorithm uses the random
restarts technique to get closer to the optimal policy along
with the local improvement step of (13) to converge to the
best fixed point in M. At iterate k, a random policy is chosen
independently from the space of policies Γ according to a
certain distribution U (e.g., uniform or uniform over corner
points), with probability pk . With the remaining probability,
we perform the local improvement update step over the
current policy using (13). At every iterate, the best policy
seen so far is stored.
The Global algorithm 1 converges to the optimal policy as
shown in theorem 4, when the support of restart distribution
U is entire Γ, the space of Markovian policies. Also, recall
Γc := {Π ∈ Γ : Jc (Π, αc ) ≤ B}.
Theorem 4: For any δ > 0, define,

We prove this theorem using stochastic approximation-based
tools ([13]). Towards this, we assume the following:
• (B.1) The solution Π∗ of Risk-CMDP (6) is unique
solution of the corresponding LP(Π∗ ). The function g(·) is
measurable, and the optimal policy Π∗ is an attractor for
ODE (14).

to be the set of δ-optimal policies for (6). Then {Π̂j }
generated from algorithm 1 visits W (δ) infinitely often with
probability (w.p.) 1 as k → ∞. Further Π̂∗ → W (δ) a.s.
Proof is in Appendix.


1 We say an equilibrium point of an ODE is attractor if it is locally
asymptotically stable in the sense of Lyapunov.

2 This may not be true if there is a Π̃ such that by randomization,
E[Ψ(Π̃)|Π̃] = Π̃; we assume this is not the case in the current paper.

W (δ) := {Π ∈ Γc : |Jr (Π, αr ) − Jr (Π∗ , αr )| ≤ δ},

Algorithm 1 Global Risk-CMDP algorithm (GRC)

2

Initialize Π0 randomly, set Jr∗ = −∞, Π̂∗ = Π0 , choose a
constant w
For k = 1, 2, . . .

random policy chosen according to U w.p. pk = w
k
Πk ←
Local improvement (Πk−1 ) of (13)
w.p. 1 − pk
Calculate Jc (Πk , αc ) using (11)
if Jc (Πk , αc ) ≤ B then
Calculate Jr (Πk , αr ) using (11)
if Jr (Πk , αr ) ≤ Jr∗ then
Π̂∗ ← Π
Jr∗ ← Jr (Πk , αr )
end if
else
Choose random policy according to U
end if

V. N UMERICAL E XAMPLES
In this section, we present an example of inventory control
problem (see [3], [1] for more details). There is an inventory
with maximum possible size M . At the beginning of any day,
the inventory owner needs to decide the additional quantity
to be added to the current inventory by ordering. If the
owner orders, it pays a fixed ordering cost Of in addition
to per unit cost Ou . We assume that any ordered quantity is
received by the owner immediately. The number of demands
D on any day is modelled by a geometric random variable
with parameter p. Any unfulfilled demand is added towards
the shortage cost, where per unit shortage cost is Cs . On
the other hand, if there is any inventory remaining at the
end of the day, the owner pays a holding cost Ch per unit.
On any day t, the state of the system is given by current
inventory level x, and action a represents the quantity to
be ordered. The set of states is St = S = {0, . . . , M },
and set of available actions At,x = Ax (given x) equals
{0, . . . , M − x}.
In the first example, our aim is to minimize the risksensitive running objective-cost, that consists of ordering cost
and holding cost, while keeping the risk-sensitive shortage
cost below a bound B. The immediate running objective and
constraint-cost are given by:
(Of + aOu )1{a>0} + Ch E[(x + a − D)+ ],

rt (x, a)

=

ct (x, a)

= Cs E[(D − x − a)+ ].

Here, we have replaced future state x0 dependent (through
demand D) reward/constraint-cost m(x, a, x0 ) with expected
reward/constraint-cost m(x, a), for simplicity by taking appropriate expectation. Nevertheless, this example provides
good insights of the optimal policy for inventory control. We
consider risk-sensitive framework as in (6) to additionally
minimize higher moments of the combined cost (as in [10])
with zero terminal objective/constraint-cost.
We study the variation in optimal objective-cost (value
function) as the terminal time or risk-factor varies. We plot
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the normalized optimal objective-cost (value function) vr =
∗
and the constraint-cost vc = log(Jc (π ,αc ))/γc ;
the other parameters are set to M = 5, Of = 0.2, Ou = 0.4,
Ch = 0.1, Cs = 1, p = 0.7, β = 0.8, and initial distribution
P
αr (x) = αc (x) = (M −x+1)/ s (M −s+1). The bound on
the risk-sensitive shortage cost is set to B = e0.6γc , with
γc = 0.1γ. In the left sub-figure of figure 1, the risk-factor
for reward is set to γ = 0.5. One can see, when T is small
the problem is unconstrained. As T increases, the problem
becomes constrained, and then the constraint-cost vc at optimality for any T equals the (normalized) constraint log(B)/γc .
Interestingly, the optimal objective initially increases with T ,
but then settles to a limit for higher values of T as proved
in [10]. In the right sub-figure of figure 1, the terminal time
is set to T = 5. We vary the risk-factor from 0.1 to 15, and
observe that the reward decreases with γ.
We consider another example in inventory control with
running objective-cost consisting of ordering cost, holding
cost and shortage cost, and a constraint on the number of
orders. The immediate running objective-cost and constraintcost are now given by:
log(Jr (π ∗ ,αr ))/γ

rt (x, a)

=

(Of + aOu )1{a>0} + Ch E[(x + a − D)+ ]
+Cs E[(D − x − a)+ ],

ct (x, a)

=

a.

In figures 2-4, we plot the optimal policy for different values
of γ and B. We fix other parameters at M = 5, Ou = 0.2,
Cs = 6, p = 0.6, β = 0.7, γc = γ with remaining parameters
as in previous example.
In all the examples, the actions 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are represented respectively by blue circle, black star, red star, blue
line, black line, red line. For compact visualization of the
(non-stationary) optimal policy we plot the decision rule
corresponding to state x between values [3(x+1), 3(x+1)+
1]; for example decision rule d∗t (x, a) = q is represented by
a blue circle at (t, 3(x+1)+q) when action a = 0 (ordering
zero inventory).
We see the optimal policy settles to a stationary rule
after initial non-stationary decision rules, i.e., we have an
ultimately stationary policy in all the figures (as discussed
in [4]). Interestingly this is true even for the problems with
constraint and even the for risk factor as large as 5. Further
more, we observe ultimately stationary deterministic policy
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Fig. 2. Optimal policy with small risk-factors 0.05 : The optimal policy
for state x is plotted using the mapping, 3(x + 1) + Pd∗ (At = a|Xt = x)
versus t for each x ∈ {0, · · · , 5}.

(non-stationary and randomized only for initial time slots) for
all the cases except for the right sub-figures of figures 3,4.
These right sub-figures correspond to the case with larger
risk-factor. It is well known that constrained problems are
solved by randomized policies (e.g., [14]); in all the left subfigures (with active constraints) we see randomization in the
initial time slots; further one orders less (more blue circles)
with stricter constraints on the (risk-sensitive) number of
orders. More interestingly with larger risk factor, the optimal
policy orders less in higher states (compare right and left
sub-figures for each case).
We plot this example with 300 time slots (in figures 2-4),
however we also obtained the policies with 1000 time-slots.
The policy continues to remain stationary after 300 timeslots. The pictures with 1000 time-slots lack clarity due to a
large number of time slots and hence are avoided.
These are initial results and are provided just to illustrate
the computational feasibility of the proposed algorithm. We
obtain sufficiently good results within a few minutes for time
slots even as large as 100 time-slots. For 1000 time-slots
the algorithm has to run for more than fifteen minutes to
visualize a sufficiently accurate optimal policy.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We consider a finite-horizon Risk-sensitive constrained
MDP (Risk-CMDP), and provide a fixed-point equation such
that the optimal policy of Risk-CMDP is also a solution. We
further provide an iterative method to derive the solutions
of the proposed fixed-point equation, which involves solving
a small Linear Programming (LP) problem at each iterate.
We propose a global optimization technique-based algorithm,
namely GRC algorithm, to derive the optimal policy for
Risk-CMDP; this algorithm combines random restarts with
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fixed-point iterates of the proposed fixed-point equation using LP. We show the convergence of the iterates in the GRC
algorithm to the optimal policy under certain conditions. The
GRC algorithm is computationally feasible and the complexity grows only linearly with time-horizon of Risk-CMDP.
We also present numerical results for risk-sensitive inventory
control problems with a constraint. We observe ultimately
stationary policies are optimal (non-stationary decision rules
in initial time-slots and a stationary rule afterwards) for
constrained problems in the presented examples.
This paper contains initial results to illustrate the idea
to solve Risk-CMDP. There are some technical steps that
need to be resolved and would be considered for the journal
version of the paper.
We also attempted to understand the qualitative behaviour
of the optimal policy for risk-sensitive, finite horizon and
constrained inventory control problems. Some well known
aspects like ultimately stationary policies, optimal (S, s)
policies, randomization with constraints etc., are observed.

It would be interesting to conduct a more elaborate study of
such properties, as now our algorithm made it possible to
derive an optimal policy computationally.
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A PPENDIX
t−1
Proof of Lemma 1: Let Ft := (Xt−1
1 , A1 ), be the
ordered tuple of random variables till time (t−1). Further let
Mτ := mτ (Xτ , Aτ , Xτ +1 ) for τ ≤ T − 1, MT = mT (XT ),
−1
) and Πt := (dt−1
Π0t := (d˜t , dTt+1
1 ). From (10), for any
t ≤ T − 1, the LHS equals (using Markov property),

=

X

=

X

=

X

=

X

and backward factors. Consider LP(Π∗ ), the feasible region
is non-empty because Π∗ is feasible from Lemma 1 and (6).
Consider any Π ∈ M(Π∗ ), then for any t ≤ T − 1,

Π
˜ a)QΠ
θm,t
(x)d(x,
m,t (x, a),

x,a

h P
i
Π
˜ a)EαΠ e Tτ=t Mτ |Xt = x, At = a ,
θm,t
(x)d(x,
m

Q)
∗
r

t
= Jr (ηΠ
∗ ,Π , αr ),

Q
Q

≤ Jr (Π∗ , αr ) = ft (Π∗ , Θ∗r , ∗r ).
PT −1
PT −1
Hence t=1 ft (Π, Θ∗r , ∗r ) ≤ t=1 ft (Π∗ , Θ∗r , ∗r ), implying Π∗ ∈ M(Π∗ )

Proof of Theorem 2: The proof is in two steps. First we
show the equivalency of Risk-CMDP and GF problem. Let
Π∗ be the optimal policy of Risk-CMDP (6). From Theorem
Π
1, Π∗ ∈ M. Further, from Lemma 1, ft (Π, ΘΠ
r,
r) =
0
0
Jr (Π, αr ). Now consider any policy Π ∈ M, such Π satisfies Π0 ∈ M(Π0 ) by definition of M. Hence, Jc (Π0 , αc ) =
0
Π0
0
ft (Π0 , ΘΠ
c ,
c ) ≤ B from the constraint in LP(Π ). So,
0
Π is feasible for Risk-CMDP
(6). Hence, from optimality
0
Π0
0
of Π∗ , ft (Π0 , ΘΠ
,
)
=
J(Π
, αr ) ≤ J(Π∗ , αr ) =
r
r
∗
∗
∗
ft (Π , Θr , r ) for all t ≤ T − 1. Hence, we have,

Q

Q

Q

Q

T
−1
X

Q
0

ft (Π0 , ΘΠ
r ,

Q

Π0
r )

≤

t=1

T
−1
X

ft (Π∗ , Θ∗r ,

Q ),
∗
r

t=1

which implies the optimal policy Π∗ is also the solution of
GF.
Now, take the optimizer of GF problem. Since any policy
in M is a feasible policy for Risk-CMDP (6), and since
Π∗ ∈ M, we have,
sup
Π

T
−1
X

0

ft (Π0 , ΘΠ
r ,

Q

Π0
r )

≥

t=1

T
−1
X

ft (Π∗ , Θ∗r ,

Q ),
∗
r

t=1
∗

and from optimality of Π , the optimizer of GF is also a
soltution of Risk-CMDP problem. Hence, Risk-CMDP and
GF problem are equivalent.
Now we will show the equivalency of Risk-CMDP (6) and
GO problem. Observe that any feasible policy Π for the GO
problem is also a feasible policy for (6) and vice-versa from
Lemma 1. Hence, we have the results.

Proof of Theorem 3: To prove this theorem, we will
first show that the following sequence of piece-wise constant functions that start with Πk are equicontinuous in an
extended sense (referred as equicontinuous for brevity):

x,a
n(tk +t)−1

h PT
i
Π0t
Π
θm,t
(x)Eαm
e τ =t Mτ |Xt = x ,

Πk (t) := Πk +

x

h Pt−1
h PT
ii
Π0t
t
EαΠm
e τ =1 Mτ 1{Xt =x} Eαm
e τ =t Mτ |Xt = x ,

x

"
=

t
EαΠm

X

0

1{Xt =x} EαΠmt e
h

PT

τ =1

Mτ

|Ft , Xt = x

i

#
,

x

=
=

h 0 h PT
ii
Πt
t
EαΠm
Eαm
e τ =1 Mτ |Ft , Xt ,
 t h P
i
h PT
i
ηt
η
ηt
T
Mτ
Π,Π̃
Π,Π̃
Π̃
τ
=1
Eαm Eαm e
|Ft , Xt = EαΠ,
e τ =1 Mτ .
m

Hence proved.

Proof of Theorem 1: Let Π∗ be the optimal policy for
Risk-CMDP (6) and Θ∗m , ∗m be the corresponding forward

Q

X
j (Ψj − Πj ),
j=k

with n(t) := max{k : tk ≤ t} and Ψj is the policy randomly
chosen from M(Πj ) (see (13)). Then the result follows from
[13, Chapter 5, Theorem 2.2]. Recall Πk (t) is a vector (one
component for each state x, action a and decision epoch
τ ), and let i be one such (arbitrary) component represented
briefly by Πk;i (t). The function Πk;i (t), then equals (see (13)):
n(tk +t)−1

Πk;i (t) := Π;i k +

X
j (Ψ;i j − Π;i j ),
j=k

with Ψ;i j representing the i-th component of Ψj .

We will prove that every component of function Πk (·) is
equicontinuous. Basically, we need to show that, for each T
and ε > 0, there is a δ > 0 such that,
lim sup
k

|Πk;i (t) − Πk;i (s)| < ε for every i.

sup
0≤t−s≤δ,|t|<T

The proof of equicontinuity is exactly similar to that provided
in the proof of [13, Chapter 5, Theorem 2.1] for the case with
continuous g, except for the fact that g(·) in our case is not
continuous (see (14)). We will only provide differences in
the proof steps towards {Πk;i (t)}k sequence, and it can be
proved analogously for others.
Define δMk := Ψ;i k − Π;i k − g;i (Πk ), where g;i (·) is the
i-th component of function g(·) of (14). Then function Πk;i (t)
can be re-written as,
n(tk +t)−1

Πk;i (t) = Π;i k +

X

n(tk +t)−1

X

j δMj +

j=k

j g;i (Πj ),

j=k

Pk−1
Now define Mk =
τ =0 τ δMτ , it is easy to prove
{Mk , Fk } is martingale, where Fk is natural filtration. Thus,
using Martingale inequality (see [13, Chapter 4, equation
(1.4)] for q(M ) = M 2 ), we get for each µ > 0,
(
)
Pk−1
EFτ | m=τ m δMm |2
.
PFτ
sup |Mj − Mτ | ≥ µ ≤
µ2
τ ≤j≤k
Using the fact E[δMτ δMj ] = 0 for τ < j, and that
supk E[δMk2 ] ≤ c for some constant c, since all the involved
quantities (policies) are upper-bounded by 1, we have,


lim P sup |Mj − Mτ | ≥ µ
= 0 for each µ > 0.
τ →∞

τ ≤j

Further, we can re-write Πk;i (t) as,
Z t
Πk;i (t) = Π;i k +
g;i (Πk (z))dz + M k (t) + ρk (t)
0

Pn(t +t)−1
where we denote M (t) = τ =kk
τ δMτ , and ρk (t) =
R
Pn(tk +t)−1
t
τ g;i (Πτ ) − 0 g;i (Πk (z))dz.
τ =k
Clearly Πk;i (0) = Π;i k ≤ 1 and thus to claim equicontinuity, we have,
k

sup |Πk;i (t) − Πk;i (s)|

Z
≤

sup

t

g;i (Πk (z))dz

s

+ sup M k (t) − M k (s)
+ sup ρk (t) − ρk (s) ,

where supremum is taken over ST := {0 ≤ t − s ≤
δ, |t| < T }. Let us consider the first term from above, since
g;i (Πk (z)) ≤ 1,
Z t
g;i (Πk (z))dz ≤ 2(t − s) ≤ δ.
s

For the second term, by continuity of probability,


P lim sup |Mj − Mτ | ≥ µ
= 0.
τ →∞ τ ≤j


Let An := ω : limτ →∞ supτ ≤j |Mj − Mτ | < n1 , then
P (An ) = 1 for each n > 0. Now we aim to show that
(M k (ω, ·)) converges to zero uniformly on each bounded
interval in (0, ∞) as k → ∞, for each ω 6∈ N := Ω −
∩n>0 An , i.e., supST M k (t) → 0. To this end, we consider
ST , then for every ω 6∈ N ,
sup |M k (t)| =
t∈ST

sup |Mn(tk +t) − Mk |,

t∈ST

≤

sup

|Mn(tk +t) − Mk |.

n(tk +t)≥k

Then, taking k → ∞ first and then letting n go to ∞, we
get our claim (see definition of An ).
For the last term, it can be proved by induction that when
t exactly corresponds to the end of epochs, i.e., when t =
tn − tk , (n > k) that ρk (t) = 0. Now, we are only left
to prove that ρk (t) → 0 uniformly in t (for general t) as
k → ∞. We will prove this claim for each T > 0, such that
|t| < T :
n(tk +t)−1

|ρk (t)|

X

=

g;i (Πk (z))dz ,
0

τ =k

Z

t

Z
τ g;i (Πτ ) −

t

g;i (Πk (z))dz ,

=
n(tk +t)

≤

(t − n(tk + t)) ≤ k ,

where k → 0 and first inequality follows as in proof
of first term. This proves the equicontinuity in extended
sense for {Πk;i (t)}k . Proof follows in exact similar lines for
all components. This proves {Πk (t)}k is equicontinuous in
extended sense. Hence, from [13, Chapter 5, Theorem 2.2]
Πk → A.

Proof of Theorem 4: It is sufficient to prove that the
sequence of policies generated in Algorithm 1 visits the set
W (δ) for any δ > 0. Towards this, we apply the results in
[12, Theorem 1], which says the sequence {Πj } visits the set
W (δ) infinitely often with probability 1 if the following conditions are satisfied: i) Γc (feasible region) P
is a compact set,
∞
ii) J(·, αr ) is Lipschitz continuous, iii) and j=1 qj () = ∞
for any  > 0, where qj () := inf Π Pj (B(Π, )) with
B(Π, ) := {Π0 :∈ Γc : ||Π − Π0 || ≤ } is the  ball centered
at Π. The first two conditions are trivially true. Further, since
we generate new policy uniformly from the whole space with
probability pk := w
k for a constant w, the third condition is
also true. Hence we have the proof.


